Theorem 4.4 Letx be a global minimum point to (1) and let A ⊆ M be such that there
existsλ ∈ D * with (x,λ) ∈ A and λ , g(x) ≤ 0. Then
Sincex ∈ R and λ , g(x) ≤ 0, then the complementarity condition λ , g(x) = 0 is fulfilled. It follows that
which completes the proof.
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that the function ( f, −g) is a differentiable (IR + ×D)-function on X and that (19) is fulfilled. Then
Proof Since ( f, −g) is a differentiable (IR + ×D)-function then it is also (IR + ×D)-convexlike on X so that E is convex (see Remark 4.1); moreover, L(x; λ) is a differentiable convex function with respect to x, for every λ ∈ D * . From Theorem 4.3, it follows that there existsλ ∈ D * such that
Computing (41) for x :=x, we obtain
From (41), it follows the inequality
then, by Theorem 4.4, we have that
which leads to (40).
